Pathways to Research and Doctoral Careers

Pathways to Research and Doctoral Careers (PREDOC) is a consortium of universities and research institutions dedicated to making research careers in quantitative social sciences like Economics and Business open to all.

Whether you're revising your BA thesis or just a freshman trying to figure out where to start, visit predoc.org to learn more.

Learn About Research
Economics is about so much more than the stock market: it's a quantitatively rigorous way to understand society. predoc.org/learn-more/research-areas

Define the Pathway
Learn more about pre-docs and other stepping stones along the path. predoc.org/learn-more/before-applying

Expand your Toolkit
Build credentials and research skills. predoc.org/education

Find Opportunities
Get the chance to learn research by doing it with world-class professors. predoc.org/for-undergraduates

"The PREDOC program gives first-generation students like me a more equitable chance to succeed in our goals."

EVA MA, SUMMER 21 ALUMNA